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Tongue shape can vary greatly for allophones of /r/ produced in different phonetic contexts but the
primary acoustic cue used by listeners, lowered F3, remains stable. For the current study, it was
hypothesized that auditory feedback maintains the speech motor control mechanisms that are
constraining acoustic variability of F3 in /r/; thus the listener’s percept remains /r/ despite the range
of articulatory configurations employed by the speaker. Given the potential importance of auditory
feedback, postlingually deafened speakers should show larger acoustic variation in /r/ allophones
than hearing controls, and auditory feedback from a cochlear implant could reduce that variation
over time. To test these hypotheses, measures were made of phoneme perception and of production
of tokens containing /r/, stop consonants, and /r/⫹stop clusters in hearing controls and in eight
postlingually deafened adults pre- and postimplant. Postimplant, seven of the eight implant speakers
did not differ from the control mean. It was also found that implant users’ production of stop and
stop⫹/r/ blend improved with time but the measured acoustic contrast between these was still better
in the control speakers than for the implant group even after the implant users had experienced a
year of improved auditory feedback.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Variability in the articulation of /r/ in American English
has been studied extensively 共see Delattre and Freeman,
1968; Stevens 1998; Westbury et al., 1998; Zhou et al.,
2008兲 with respect to the strong influence of adjoining phonemes and range of individual speaker productions. Large
variations in vocal tract shape for /r/ can be observed in
different phonetic contexts, but these routinely provide a
lowered F3 in the acoustic signal which in turn supplies a
reliable perceptual cue to the listener. In discussing the six
major types of tongue shapes used in American English,
Delattre and Freeman 共1968兲 note, “…the spectrographic
pattern is more significantly affected by syllabic position
than by tongue shape” 共page 52兲. Variety in vocal tract shape
has not been found to distort the resultant acoustic output
共for F3 and lower formants兲 for /r/ produced by normal
speakers nor do listeners perceive differences between retroflexed and bunched articulations. Zhou et al. 共2008兲 found
significant differences between F4/F5 patterns in speakers
with bunched versus retroflexed /r/ productions but concluded that these patterns affected the perception of speaker
identity rather than phonetic content. With a range of articulatory configurations providing the lowered F3 that corresponds to the /r/ percept, a strong case can be made that the
speaker’s task is to provide a consistent acoustic cue across a
variety of contexts and to implement whatever articulatory
configuration will best lower F3 in a given context.
The observation that many articulatory configurations
can be found in American English /r/ indicates significant
complexity in the production of /r/. Articulatory variability
and the influence of context may present difficulties in the
acquisition of /r/ by children and second-language learners.
In a clinical intervention study, Adler-Bock et al. 共2007兲 described /r/ as one of the most complex phones in English
because of the multiple articulatory configurations involved
in its production. Auditory feedback is a potential mechanism for constraining the acoustic variability of /r/ so that the
speaker can provide the listener with a stable cue for perception. The speech motor control system can use auditory feedback in planning the vocal tract shape so that the listener’s
percept remains /r/ despite a range of articulatory configurations employed by the speaker. The many-to-one relation between articulation and realized /r/ has not been studied extensively in postlingually deafened adults. This is an
interesting population because the process of using auditory
feedback in lowering F3 will be particularly challenging for
a speaker who has difficulty hearing this cue. Consequently
/r/ production may degrade in persons with hearing loss.
A. Effects of hearing loss and improved auditory
feedback

While speakers with acquired deafness may remain
highly intelligible for years after losing hearing, some deterioration in articulatory precision is to be expected 共see Lane
et al. 1995兲 and certain phonemes may be more susceptible
a兲

A portion of this work was presented at the 150th meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America in Minneapolis, MN, Fall, 2005.
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than others. All phonemes can show variation due to coarticulation, but the semivowels are particularly labile with
changes in phonetic context. The literature suggests that the
production of semivowels is not characterized by strong articulatory anchor points, saturation effects, or robust orosensory feedback. Speakers therefore may rely more on auditory
information to guide the production of /r/ than for other consonants. Postlingually deaf speakers may have difficulty in
consistently producing lowered F3 and be less able to manage the disparate /r/ articulations induced by varying context.
In accord with this idea, some previous work has indicated
that deafness may cause a decrease in the /r/-/l/ contrast 共Perkell et al., 2001兲. Because of hearing loss, the auditory feedback of deaf speakers can be insufficient for accurately and
reliably mapping between the many articulatory possibilities
of /r/ due to context variation and the goal of lowering F3 to
produce an intelligible percept for the listener 共see Guenther
et al., 1998; Guenther et al., 2006; Perkell et al., 2001兲.
When adventitiously deafened adults receive cochlear
implants, they generally show improvements in speech production that are consistent with the objective of transmitting
an intelligible message to the listener. Acoustic measures reveal diminished phoneme contrasts in the speech of those
deafened adults compared to hearing controls. When some
hearing is restored with an implant, gradual improvements
are commonly seen 共as measured via acoustic analyses
and/or intelligibility testing of the speech兲. Improvements in
speech from postlingually deafened adults have been demonstrated longitudinally over several months or even years. In
experiments that switch the implant speech processor off and
on, phoneme contrasts can improve quickly when auditory
feedback is available. These findings apply both to vowel
contrasts 共Perkell et al., 1992; Lane et al., 2001; KishonRabin et al., 1999兲 and consonant contrasts 共Lane et al.,
1995; Matthies et al., 1994, 1996; Waldstein, 1990兲.
B. A modeling framework

To provide a framework for studying the normal and
disordered production of phonemes, models of speech production try to account for the many-to-one relationship between articulation and the acoustic output. In an acoustic and
articulatory study of /r/ production in seven speakers with
normal hearing, Guenther et al. 共1999兲 observed that the participants demonstrated a trade-off between front-cavity
length and the size and length of the constriction in different
contexts, keeping F3 low—the primary cue for /r/. Using
data obtained with an electromagnetic articulometer, Guenther et al. 共1999兲 found that productions of /r/ sounds in
varying phonetic contexts were acoustically similar despite
large differences in their associated articulatory configurations. They noted further that speakers were modifying frontcavity length and constriction length to preserve a total cavity volume that would maintain the acoustic target 共low F3兲
of /r/. A modeling study of articulatory and acoustic variability based on two of the speakers of Guenther et al. 共1999兲
supported the idea that the control of /r/ production is based
on a low F3 auditory/acoustic target 共Nieto-Castanon et al.,
2005兲.
Matthies et al.: Cochlear implants and /r/ production
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The claim for an auditory goal for /r/ also receives support from a study of native speakers of Japanese learning
English as a second language. Such speakers typically have
difficulty producing the English /r/-/l/ contrast. Bradlow et
al. 共1999兲 used a perceptual training paradigm that presented
many exemplars to their participants to help them form new
phonetic categories, without any production training. They
found improvements in production that were correlated with
improvements in perception. Along similar lines, Ingram and
Park 共1998兲 in a study with Japanese and Korean speakers
noted that both pretraining phonological knowledge of the
/r/-/l/ contrast and discriminability of the acoustic differences
between /r/ and /l/ were important for the identification and
discrimination of the phonemes.
C. Study objectives

For the current study, an experiment was designed to
examine the role of auditory feedback in the production of /r/
by studying the effect of context on /r/ when produced by
postlingually deafened adults. The current study is based on
the general hypothesis that speakers attempt to satisfy listener demands for clarity while minimizing their expenditure
of effort 共Lindblom, 1990; Perkell et al. 1997, 2004兲. Speakers are presumed to have internal models of their speech
production mechanisms and acquire acoustic-phonetic
knowledge that combine to guide their efforts to produce
intelligible speech. In this internal model, movement goals
for phonemes can be specified in the articulatory and auditory spaces, as set forth in the Directions Into Velocities of
Articulators 共DIVA兲 neurocomputational model of speech
motor planning 共Guenther, 1995; Perkell et al., 2001兲. These
goals are acquired, maintained, and achieved through the use
of feedback and feedforward control mechanisms, which
consist of acquired mappings between articulatory and sensory parameters. In particular, there is a primary auditory
goal for /r/, which consists mainly of a range of low values
of F3. This single auditory goal region can be achieved with
many different configurations of the tongue but two, bunched
and retroflexed, represent the extremes of this continuum.
According to the model, there would be two articulatory-toauditory mappings for /r/, one for each extreme articulatory
configuration. In postlingually deafened adults who have
been without hearing for a long time, such mappings are
presumed to have degraded somewhat, leading to more variability in the production of auditory/acoustic goals. These
ideas led to the formulation of three hypotheses that were
tested on two groups of speakers, postlingually deafened
adults who received cochlear implants and normal-hearing
controls.
The study tests a context variability hypothesis: varying
phonetic context 共as in the nonsense words wabrav, wadrav,
wagrav, and warav兲 will yield more variable /r/ productions
by implant users than by controls. The study also evaluates
an allophonic consistency hypothesis: implant users whose
speech perception has improved with experience using their
implant will yield more consistent /r/ productions across
phoneme context, similar to the pattern exhibited by hearing
controls. According to the model, experience using their imJ. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 124, No. 5, November 2008

plants would allow these speakers to recalibrate auditory
feedback mechanisms and, using that recalibrated feedback,
to modify mappings between disparate articulatory configurations and a more consistent auditory goal for /r/ across
phonemes. An additional look at the role of auditory feedback was devised by manipulating the auditory feedback
condition for the normal-hearing speakers with masking
noise and for the cochlear-implant users by turning their
speech processors off during part of the experimental sessions. The consonant contrast hypothesis tests that the contrast between stop+ r and stop-alone productions is greater
for speakers with normal hearing than for implant users. If
auditory feedback is useful for maintaining precise articulation of clusters, these contrasts can be expected to vary with
feedback state and experience with the cochlear implant.
II. METHOD
A. Participants

The experimental group consisted of six male and two
female postlingually deaf, adult, paid volunteers, who received cochlear implants at an average age of 52. The implant was either the Clarion 共Advanced Bionics, CIS strategy; Wilson et al. 1995兲 or the Nucleus device 共Cochlear
Corp.; Blamey et al. 1987; McKay and McDermott, 1993兲.
The implant users were referred by the Massachusetts Eye
and Ear Infirmary or the University of Massachusetts Memorial Medical Center. The control group consisted of six females and one male; they had no reported difficulties with
speech or hearing. All were paid volunteers with an average
age of 38, older than the standard college students and therefore are more similar in age to the cochlear-implant users.
The implant users were tested three times: preimplant 共before
their speech processors were turned on兲, after one month of
experience with the implant, and after a year of implant use.
Most of the normal-hearing control speakers served for a
single session, but several were tested twice to confirm that
the intersession variability for these measures was low. Details about the study participants are given in Table I. Each
speaker participated in tests of speech production and perception.
B. Speech perception test

For the allophonic consistency hypothesis to be tested,
participants with hearing loss must have improved their
speech perception through the use of their cochlear implants.
Multiple repetitions of the consonants /b, d, g, p, t, k, s, b, z,
r, and l/ in a /CÄd/ environment were recorded by a normalhearing male speaker. These were presented at a comfortable
listening level to the implant users preimplant and at one
month and one-year postimplant to measure longitudinal
changes in consonant perception. Implant candidates who
wore hearing aids preimplant used their aids during the phoneme recognition task in the session prior to implant activation but in the sessions at one month and one-year postactivation, they used only their cochlear implants. Further
methodological details and results of the speech perception
task have been given elsewhere 共Lane et al., 2007兲.
Matthies et al.: Cochlear implants and /r/ production
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TABLE I. Participant demographic information, vowel and consonant percent correct identification for implant
users, and normal-hearing controls. 共Asterisks denote missing data.兲
Implant users

FI

FJ

MJ

MK

ML

MM

MO

MP

Age at onset and
共duration兲 profound
hearing loss

54

45

43

28

48

72

67

26

共2兲

共1兲

共6兲

共0兲

共0兲

共6兲

共5兲

共10兲

Nucleus
24

Clarion
HighFocus

Clarion
HighFocus

Clarion
Auria

Nucleus
24

Clarion
HighFocus

Clarion
HighFocus

Clarion
HighFocus

Pre

29

26

35

25

64

32

51

27

1 year

62

55

96

95

66

77

*

74

Pre

26

25

21

24

21

32

49

21

1 year

44

57

74

92

82

50

*

74

FNH1

FNH2

FNH3

FNH4

FNH5

FNH6

FNH7

MNH1

Vowel perception
共% correct兲

99

98

99

99

98

*

96

97

Consonant
perception 共%兲

91

90

99

99

96

96

98

99

Vowel perception
共% correct兲

Consonant
perception 共%兲

Normal-hearing
controls

Participants identified the presented consonant, choosing
from a full set of 11 /CÄd/ options displayed on the computer
monitor; they used a keyboard or a touch screen to indicate
their choice. After a practice run, participants were presented
with 12 repetitions of each token arranged in semirandom
order, and the responses were recorded and stored for further
analysis. The normal-hearing participants were tested once.
C. Speech production elicitation

For each session, the speakers were seated in a soundattenuating room in a comfortable chair with a head-mounted
electret microphone 共Audio-Technica, model AT803B兲
placed at a fixed distance of 20 cm from the lips. Elicitation
utterances were randomized prior to the testing session and
presented via a computer monitor to prompt the speaker’s
productions. The microphone output was low pass filtered at
7.2 kHz and digitized in real time at a 16 kHz sampling rate.
In each session and condition, speakers produced 15 repetitions of words containing /r/, wabrav, wadrav, wagrav, and
warav and the contrasting words without /r/, wabav, wadav,
and wagav. The words were embedded in the carrier phrase
“Sayគគគfor me” 共see Boyce and Espy-Wilson, 1997; Guenther
et al., 1999兲.
In the experimental condition in which feedback was
blocked 共feedback off兲, participants with normal hearing received masking noise at 95 dB sound pressure level 共SPL兲
through calibrated TDH-39 headphones. The noise was generated by a custom-built device 共Technical Collaborative,
Lexington, MA兲 and was approximately speech shaped, with
a spectral envelope that rolled off at 6 dB per octave. The
implant users kept the normal settings of their speech processors for the feedback-on conditions and turned off their
processors for the feedback-off conditions. For the first half
3194
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of the experiment, speakers had full access to auditory feedback 共feedback on兲. For the second half of the experiment,
implant users turned off their speech processors while participants with normal hearing received speech-shaped noise
during their productions 共feedback off兲. With seven test
words and 15 repetitions of each, there were 105 utterances
in each of the two listening conditions. Test words were randomized within each condition.
1. Acoustic analysis

As schematized in Fig. 1, the first three formant frequencies were extracted algorithmically from a linear predictive
coding 共LPC兲 spectrum at the consonant-/r/ boundary 共dotted
vertical line兲 and at the midpoint of the following /Ä/. The
LPC filter order was chosen to optimize formant extraction

3

Formant (kHz)

Cochlear implant

F3

kF3

2

vF3-F2
kF3-F2

F2

1

F1
consonant vow el

0

Time

FIG. 1. Schematized formant tracks that depict measurements taken during
the vowel, from the consonant-vowel boundary 共dotted line兲 through the
midvowel, and how these were used for analyses.
Matthies et al.: Cochlear implants and /r/ production
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2. Estimating variability of /r/ relative to /Ä/

To illustrate the variability phenomenon of interest in /r/
production, consider the disparate frequency distributions of
the excursion of F3 transitions for /gr/ and /dr/ productions
from a single speaker with hearing loss in the left half of Fig.
2. The distributions of the acoustic measure from a retroflexed /r/ produced in wadrav compared to those from a
bunched /r/ produced in wagrav are expected to be distinct
from one another if the speaker did not have well-tuned mapJ. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 124, No. 5, November 2008

Pre-CI

gr

dr

600

One year post-CI

Consonant

Consonant

for each speaker. Initially, the extraction algorithm displays a
broadband spectrogram with superimposed formant trajectories. If the three formants at the midvowel point were detected in frequency regions expected for /Ä/, the experimenter accepted that token with those values as complete.
The analysis parameters 共LPC order, window size, etc.兲 had
gender-specific default settings, but the experimenter could
adjust these parameters for individual speakers. If the algorithm did not succeed in detecting all of the necessary formants, the experimenter could vary the measurement time
slightly. A small shift in the analysis time 共to a different
phase in the glottal cycle兲 would usually result in usable
formant values. The detected formant values could also be
modified manually if a formant peak was missing because of
excessive bandwidth or peak merging. Such corrections were
guided by observation of the concurrently displayed discrete
Fourier transform 共DFT兲 spectrum. In general, the articulation of /r/ can be classified as a lingua-palatal glide or semivowel 共Ong and Stone, 1998兲. In accordance with this idea,
the analysis extracted values from the formant trajectories
according to the recognition algorithm of Espy-Wilson
共1992兲 and theory described in Stevens 共1998兲.
Six measurements were obtained from the formant
tracks: F1, F2, and F3 at the consonant-vowel boundary 共vertical dotted line兲 and F1, F2, and F3 at the midvowel. Analyzed variables included F1 and F2 at the midvowel, the
difference between F2 and F3 at the consonant-vowel boundary 共kF3 − F2兲 and at the midvowel 共vF3 − F2兲, and the
change in F3 共⌬kF3兲 through the vowel. The arrow labeled
⌬kF3 in Fig. 1 designates the change in F3 共i.e., the F3
transition兲 from its minimum at or near the consonant-vowel
boundary 共dotted vertical line兲 to the middle of the vowel.
The consonant-vowel boundary alone was used for the
singleton consonant tokens 共wabav, wadav, and wagav兲 without regard to whether F3 had reached a minimum 共or maximum兲 but the minimum F3 was used for all /r/ tokens. Thus
the extraction and analysis of the acoustic data were as parallel as possible across token types. The midvowel formants
for /Ä/ were expected to be fairly similar across contexts
while the formant transitions from the consonant-vowel
boundary were expected to be strongly influenced by the
specific consonant environment. In general, /r/ is characterized by a small initial difference between F3 and F2 共kF3
− F2兲 with a sharp rise in F3 by midvowel 共vF3 − F2兲.
McGowan et al. 共2004兲 successfully used these formantbased measures in their study of /r/ production and found
them to be robust across extensive morphological differences
among their study participants, who were as young as
14 months of age.

800 1000 1200 1400 1600
F3 transition (Hz)

gr

dr

600

800 1000 1200 1400 1600
F3 transition (Hz)

FIG. 2. A comparison of F3 transition data for wadrav 共likely to be retroflexed兲 and wagrav 共likely to be bunched兲 as a function of experience with
the cochlear implant for participant ML.

pings between the two different articulatory configurations
and a single auditory goal for /r/. Indeed this was clearly the
case for the implant user whose data are shown in Fig. 2
when acoustic parameters of /r/ were measured preimplant.
In this speaker, considerable allophonic variation between
/dr/ and /gr/ productions was seen in the preimplant productions 共left panel兲; however, the distribution of the F3 transitions showed a postimplant pattern 共right panel兲 consistent
with normal hearing. That is, the distributions largely overlap
in the one-year session 共which includes both feedback conditions, right-hand panel兲, indicating less contextual influence on the acoustic realization of /r/. Other speakers showed
this increase in allophonic overlap for the F3 transition but to
a more limited extent, possibly due to the range and variety
of articulation strategies that speakers use to produce /r/ 共see
Guenther et al., 1999兲.
To provide a metric that was robust across all speakers,
a ratio of /r/ dispersion to /Ä/ dispersion was constructed. As
shown in Fig. 3, variability for /Ä/ was estimated as the dispersion of midvowel values of F1 and F2 for individual tokens around the center of their distribution 共shown by arrows
in the figure兲 in the F1, F2 plane. Dispersion was calculated
as the Euclidean distance of each token from the distribution
mean, averaged across all wabav, wadav, and wagav tokens.
Dispersion was calculated for /r/ in a parallel way using values in the plane defined by the F3 transition 共in hertz兲 and
the F3 − F2 difference 共in hertz兲 at the /r/-vowel boundary.
A variability index was defined as the ratio of /r/ dispersion 共average of distances to the /r/ center兲 to /Ä/ dispersion
共distances to the vowel center兲. To calculate the variability
index, tokens were matched pairwise by repetition number
for wabrav to wabav, wadrav to wadav, and wagrav to wagav. Pairing was used to provide approximate comparability
for the dispersion comparisons with respect to potential
warm-up and fatigue effects across the length of the experiment. For each pair, the /r/ distance to center was divided by
the /Ä/ distance to the center. The variability index is the
average of these ratios across multiple token pairs; it is closer
to 1.0 when the dispersion measure for /r/ was more similar
to the dispersion for /Ä/ as found in the bottom panel. When
/r/ variability is much greater than vowel variability, the variability index value is much greater than 1.0, as seen in the
top panel of Fig. 3. When the allophonic variability is reduced, /r/ dispersion also decreases while the /Ä/-dispersion
Matthies et al.: Cochlear implants and /r/ production
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800

F2 at mid-vowel (Hz)

F2F3 at C/V boundary (Hz)

1,400

1,300

600

1,200

1,100

1,000
600

Variability
Index= 3.0

400

200

700

800

0
300

900

F1 at mid-vowel (Hz)

900

1,200

800

F2 at mid-vowel (Hz)

F2F3 at C/V boundary (Hz)

1,400

1,300

600

1,200

400

1,100

1,000
600

600

F3 transition (Hz)

Variability
Index= 1.4

200

700

800

900

F1 at mid-vowel (Hz)

0
300

600

900

1,200

F3 transition (Hz)

FIG. 3. Schematized comparison of a small variability index 共lower panels兲 with a larger variability index 共upper panels兲 due to greater /r/ dispersion in the
upper right-hand plot. The /r/ dispersion is plotted in the domain of the F3 − F2 difference at the beginning of the vowel by the F3 transition from vowel
beginning to midvowel. The vowel dispersion is plotted in the F1, F2 domain.

III. RESULTS
A. Speech perception

Vowel- and consonant-identification results for the
normal-hearing participants are presented in the last two
rows of Table I; they show very high or perfect scores. Table
I also illustrates considerable gains in vowel and overall consonant identification for the implant users from the preimplant condition to one-year postimplant. As shown in Fig. 4,
the implant users’ overall proportion correct for consonant
identification rises from less than 30% in the pre-cochlear
implant 共CI兲 condition to nearly 70% at the one-year session.
Overall consonant identification and identification of the
semivowels, voiced stops, and sibilants progress most rapidly between the preimplant condition and one-month testing
period. Paired t-tests for /r/, sibilants, and /b, d, g/ identification revealed significant differences between pre- and onemonth results for all three consonant types but no statistically
reliable differences between the one month and the one-year
sessions. The perceptual improvements noted in Table I and
Fig. 4 support the goal of testing the allophonic consistency
hypothesis to determine if corresponding speech production
benefits could be observed when comparing preimplant to
postimplant speech.
3196
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B. Speech production

The speech production results are presented in three sections. The first section reports findings from between-group
comparisons to assess the context variability hypothesis,
which is concerned with the variability of /r/ allophones for
the implant group as compared to the speakers with normal
hearing. The second section presents longitudinal results to
evaluate the allophonic consistency hypothesis, which predicts that implant users will show a reduction over time in /r/
variability across phoneme context, making their results approach those from controls. The third section compares con1.0
0.9
0.8

Proportion correct

remains roughly constant, yielding smaller variability indices
共lower panels in Fig. 3兲. Log-based dispersion metrics were
found to have a more normal distribution than linear ones, so
logarithmically transformed measures were used for statistical analyses.
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FIG. 4. Proportion correct from 11-item consonant confusion matrices constructed from results of consonant identification 共12 repetitions per consonant兲 at a comfortable listening level.
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trasts implemented between singleton stops and stop⫹/r/ in
the two groups, thereby addressing the consonant contrast
hypothesis, which states that those contrasts will be greater
for speakers with normal hearing. The effects of experimentally induced auditory feedback changes 共by adding masking
noise兲 are included to provide a condition with greater difficulty 共and therefore more variability兲 in the results for the
normal-hearing speakers which may in turn provide a more
realistic comparison for the results from the cochlear-implant
users.
1. Between-group comparisons for variability
analyses

A variability index was defined for each speaker as the
average ratio of /r/ dispersion 共average distance to the /r/
distribution center兲 to /Ä/ dispersion 共average distance from
their vowel mean兲, as explained in Sec. II. This ratio, rather
than /r/ variability alone, was used to reduce betweenspeaker variability, particularly the potential effect of gender.
Group averages for the implant users and normal-hearing
participants were calculated by pooling values from individual token contrastive pairs across all the participants in
each group. Although measures such as F0 and the formants
in these words clearly varied with gender, the frequency distributions of variability indices for the two female implant
users were statistically indistinguishable from those of the
male participants.
The mean variability index for the control speakers with
normal hearing was 1.22 共sd= 0.35兲; there was greater variability in /r/ dispersion than in /Ä/ dispersion. When auditory
feedback was disrupted with masking noise 共feedback off兲 in
normal-hearing controls, larger variability indices 共mean
= 1.33, sd= 0.40兲 were found 共F = 13.9, p ⬍ 0.001, and effect1
size  p2 = 0.12兲. The main effect for plosive place of articulation was also significant 共F = 14.5, p ⬍ 0.001,  p2 = 0.13兲
with /br/ comparisons to /Ä/ in the feedback-on condition
having the smallest variability index 共mean= 1.08兲 and /gr/
comparisons to /Ä/ having the largest 共1.35兲.
For the speakers with cochlear implants, repeatedmeasures ANOVAs were conducted with sessions, consonant
place, and feedback as conditions, speaker as a category variable, and variability index as the dependent variable. The
preimplant data revealed a significant main effect for participant 共F = 6.32, p ⬍ 0.001,  p2 = 0.29兲 but consonant place 共br,
dr, gr兲 was not significant nor was there an interaction between place and speaker. Consistent with the context variability hypothesis, all of the hearing-impaired participants
had greater preimplant variability indices 共mean= 1.43, sd
= 0.43兲 than the normal-hearing controls 共mean 1.22, as reported above兲 with feedback on, although one 共FJ兲 had a
variability index distribution similar to the controls 共onesample t-test p ⬎ 0.05兲. Four of the implant users’ preimplant
variability index values approached the variability index
mean of the feedback-off performance for normal-hearing
controls 共1.33, as reported above兲 while three other implant
users yielded variability index values higher than those
found in either normal hearing 共NH兲 condition. 共One implant
user 共MM兲 could not be included in the analysis because
preimplant data were not collected兲.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 124, No. 5, November 2008

TABLE II. Effect sizes 共 p2兲 from the three ANOVAs.
ANOVA effect

NH

CI month

CI year

Speaker
Place
Place X speaker
Feedback
Feedback X speaker

0.43
0.13
0.09
0.12
0.43

0.26
0.06
0.14
0.07
0.11

0.44
0.06
0.13
0.01
0.21

A summary of speaker, place, and feedback effect sizes
共partial eta squared,  p2兲 from the ANOVAs for controls and
implant users 共at two time intervals兲 is found in Table II.
There are substantial differences between the measures for
implant users and those for speakers with normal hearing.
The speaker main effect for variability index analyses was
statistically significant in all three ANOVAs 共NH, CI month,
and CI year兲 as was the feedback-by-speaker interaction.
Feedback and place 共consonant context兲 were less predictive
of allophonic variability in the implant users than in the
normal-hearing controls, and the interaction of place-byspeaker was larger for the implant participants, suggesting
that certain clusters were more difficult for some implant
participants to produce consistently. To summarize, variability indices were greater than 1.0 for all speakers; that is, /r/
was more variable than /Ä/ under contextual variation. The
context variability hypothesis was supported in that varying
phonetic context 共wabrav, wadrav, wagrav, and warav兲
yielded more variable acoustics for /r/ from implant users
than controls.
2. Longitudinal results

The changes in implant-users’ variability indices as they
gained experience with prosthetic hearing were analyzed to
test the allophonic consistency hypothesis, which postulated
that /r/ variability would become more similar to that of controls 共i.e., would diminish兲 over time with the use of the
implant. All of the implant participants decreased their variability across sessions so that in the one-month session, oneyear session, or both, it was more similar to the results from
participants with normal-hearing listening to masking noise
in the feedback-off condition. There was a significant main
effect of session for implant users during the feedback-off
condition 共F = 9.9, p ⬍ 0.001,  p2 = 0.07兲. There was surprisingly no significant main effect of session during the
feedback-on condition, a result that will be explored further
below.
a. Individual speaker differences. Despite the indications
that prosthetic hearing reduced allophonic variability of /r/
for the group, differences among speakers complicate the
picture. The ANOVA results reveal considerable individual
variability in the performance of cochlear-implant users
across sessions in general and in their reduction in contextinduced variability with prosthetic hearing. There was a significant speaker main effect for variability index 共feedback
on: F = 11.06, p ⬍ 0.001,  p2 = 0.45 and feedback off: F
= 9.64, p ⬍ 0.001,  p2 = 0.40兲 and an interaction between
speaker and session 共feedback on: F = 3.23, p ⬍ 0.001,  p2
= 0.19 and feedback off: F = 3.35, p ⬍ 0.001,  p2 = 0.19兲. The
Matthies et al.: Cochlear implants and /r/ production
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3. Contrasting stopⴙr with stop alone

To assess changes in the contrast between a singleton
stop and that stop followed by /r/ 共stop⫹/r/兲 and test the
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consonant place by speaker interaction was statistically significant for both the feedback-on 共F = 2.035, p = 0.024,  p2
= 0.13兲 and feedback-off 共F = 2.42, p = 0.006,  p2 = 0.14兲
analyses.
Many of the implant users produced some tokens in
which the context-induced variability of /r/ was much greater
than the variability of /Ä/ 共resulting in variability indices
ⱖ2.0兲 even in the one-year session. Thus, these implant users had variability index values that greatly exceeded those
for normal-hearing controls when the latter had access to
auditory feedback. A few implant users, however, had some
variability index values in postimplant sessions that were
lower than the normal-hearing controls’ mean. The session
by speaker interaction was significant 共 p2 = 0.19兲 for both
feedback conditions, indicating that some speakers showed a
consistent longitudinal trend toward reduced /r/ allophonic
variability but others did not.
b. Feedback effects. Overall, three implant users yielded
relatively small variability index values and near-normal performance in both feedback conditions by the end of the
study. Four implant users showed decreased variability indices in at least one feedback condition as the study progressed. Compared to the preimplant measures, postimplant
variability indices showed improvement even when the implant was turned off 共feedback-off兲 as evidenced by a significant session effect 共F = 6.91, p = 0.001,  p2 = 0.07兲. The main
effect for speakers was more pronounced with auditory feedback available from the implant 共feedback-on兲 condition, and
the corresponding session effect was not significant 共F
= 0.62, p = 0.539兲. When the distribution of differences across
repetitions of the matched pairs was examined, there were
two implant participants in the feedback-on condition who
had distributions similar to those obtained in the normalhearing 共feedback-on兲 condition.
Two observations lead to the inference that the implant
users developed stable articulatory targets that were not degraded when their implants were turned off. First, there was
a significant main effect of session for implant users during
the off condition 共F = 9.9, p = 0.001,  p2 = 0.07兲. Hence, the
variability index improved over the three sessions even in the
absence of auditory feedback. Second, the feedback main
effect was statistically significant only in the one-month session 共F = 7.3, p ⬍ 0.01兲 and even there did not account for
much variance 共 p2 = 0.07兲. Thus, interrupting feedback did
not appreciably impair performance. Continued improvements in the variability index in postimplant sessions, therefore, were mostly independent of implant feedback state during testing. Conclusions about group longitudinal trends in
variability must be tempered because of the various interaction terms involving participants. In particular, there was no
significant effect of session during the feedback-on condition
共 p2 = 0.01兲 due to a heightened speaker main effect. In general, however, a decrease in variability index toward normal
values was observed for many of the cochlear-implant users,
supporting the allophonic consistency hypothesis.
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FIG. 5. Results of discriminant analyses of speakers’ productions of /b/, /d/,
and /g/.

consonant contrast hypothesis 共i.e., contrast will be greater
for normal-hearing control speakers than for implant users兲,
the distinctiveness of /b/, /d/, and /g/ in wabav, wadav, and
wagav was measured using the magnitude of the F3 transition 共⌬F3兲 and the F3 − F2 共kF3 − F2兲 difference to classify
tokens of the phonemes produced.
a. Classification analysis with normal-hearing controls.
The lower right-hand panel of Fig. 5 shows the discriminant
analysis classification 共90% correct兲 with the three stop phonemes for the normal-hearing controls in the feedback-off
共95 dB SPL masking noise兲 condition. The less-than-perfect
classification was not attributable to a lack of intelligibility in
the stop productions by the normal-hearing controls. Rather,
it occurred because F2 and F3 measures did not capture all of
the crucial information in this contrast. Although adding information about F1 transitions would greatly improve the
discriminant analysis results by increasing the separation
among /b/, /d/, and /g/, the current analysis focused on F2
and F3 so that the singleton stops could be compared with
stop⫹/r/ clusters.
b. Classification analysis with implant users. The upper
left-hand panel of Fig. 5 shows the discriminant-analysis
classification of the stops produced by the postlingually deaf
speakers prior to experience with the cochlear implant. There
was considerable overlap among the consonant groups, with
66% of the tokens classified correctly. While /b/ tokens
共lightly shaded circles兲 were tightly clustered and distinct
from /g/ 共open squares兲, the /d/ productions 共filled triangles兲
were quite variable. In the one-month data 共upper right-hand
panel兲 and one-year data 共lower left-hand panel兲 it can be
seen that the result for the discriminant analysis of stop productions by implant users with feedback-on and a year’s experience with their implants 共89% correct classification兲 is
comparable to that of the normal-hearing controls 共90%—
lower right-hand panel兲. The most striking improvement was
seen for /d/, which was classified correctly 42% of the time
in the preimplant condition but increased to 92% correct at
Matthies et al.: Cochlear implants and /r/ production
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FIG. 6. A comparison of singleton stops 共open symbols兲 vs stop+ r tokens
共closed, filled symbols兲 for a normal-hearing speaker with auditory feedback
共left panel兲 and a speaker with hearing loss in the preimplant condition
共right panel兲.

the one-month session and remained relatively distinct from
the other two consonants in the one-year analysis.
c. Between-group comparisons and formant measures.
Normal-hearing speakers with better perceptual acuity have
been found to produce more distinctive vowel contrasts 共Perkell et al., 2004兲. A listener must perceive certain specific
cues to differentiate between a speaker’s productions, for example, of wabav and wabrav, so the purpose of these analyses was to evaluate the contrast between the stop productions
and their stop⫹/r/ counterparts under varying feedback conditions. As noted previously, singleton stops can be classified
using parameters based on F2 and F3. Figure 6 plots the
extent of the F3 transition 共see Fig. 1: ⌬kF3兲 against the
F3 − F2 difference 共see Fig. 1: kF3 − F2兲 at the beginning of
/Ä/ for a normal-hearing speaker 共left-hand panel兲 with auditory feedback. Tokens for the three plosives 共stop⫹r, filled
symbols兲 overlap with each other 共and also with /r/ alone
from the warav tokens兲. When these stops are followed by
/r/, they are quite divergent from the singleton stops without
/r/. Normal-hearing controls thus reveal a contrast between
the stops and the stop⫹r counterparts with respect to the F3
transition and the difference between F3 and F2 at the
consonant/vowel boundary. Before receiving their implants,
hearing-impaired speakers generally produced less contrast
between stops and their stop⫹r counterparts; a typical result
is seen in the right-hand panel of Fig. 6.
The consonant contrast hypothesis stated that acoustic
measures of the difference between stop⫹/r/ and singleton
stop productions will be greater for control speakers with
normal hearing than for implant users. The advantage provided by auditory feedback is expected to yield better phonemic contrast among the stops and between each stop and
its stop⫹/r/ counterpart. Figure 7 plots the extent of /r/ contrast measured as the difference in F3 transition for singleton
stop versus stop⫹/r/ productions with the indicated stops.
Results are shown for implant users in the one-year session
共filled circles兲 and for normal-hearing controls with their
hearing masked 共feedback off as clear triangles兲 or not
masked 共feedback on as filled triangles兲. Pooled across the
stops, normal-hearing speakers had higher /r/-contrast values
共mean= 482.1 sd= 335.2兲 than implant users at one year
共mean= 300.9 sd= 339.9兲 with feedback on 共t for independent
samples= 6.94, p ⬍ 0.001, d = 0.53兲.
Inspection of Fig. 7 indicates that the normal-hearing
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 124, No. 5, November 2008
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FIG. 7. Extent of /r/ contrast measured as the difference in the F3 transition
for singleton stop vs stop+ r productions with the indicated stops. Results
are shown for implant users in the one-year session 共filled circles兲 and for
normal-hearing speakers with their hearing masked 共clear triangles兲 or not
masked 共filled triangles兲.

controls, both with and without auditory feedback, as well as
the implant users yielded greater contrast for the plosives /b/
and /d/ than for /g/. With the relatively high visibility of the
bilabials and the fact that the bilabial⫹/r/ blend involves two
different primary articulations rather than two overlapping
gestures of the tongue 共as needed for the velar or alveolar
stop⫹/r/兲, deaf participants may have less difficulty contrasting productions of bilabial⫹/r/ with bilabial singleton stops.
d. Contrast improvement. Because the preimplant data
were obtained with only one feedback condition while the
data one month and one year postimplant had two feedback
conditions, an ANOVA with session by feedback was not
computed. Instead, two repeated-measures ANOVAs were
completed. The first had trial variables preimplant, onemonth feedback on, and one-year feedback on. The second
ANOVA had conditions preimplant, one-month feedback off,
and one-year feedback off. There was a significant main effect of session 共preimplant, one month, and one yr兲 on the /r/
versus singleton stop contrast in both the feedback-on 共F
= 13.17, p ⬍ 0.001,  p2 = 0.14兲 and feedback-off 共F = 10.83,
p ⬍ 0.001,  p2 = 0.11兲 conditions. Implant users, therefore,
reliably improved contrast over time in both feedback conditions. Implant users varied significantly by session which
yielded the largest main effects in these analyses with  p2
= 0.42 for feedback-on and  p2 = 0.48 for feedback-off conditions. As illustrated in Fig. 7, when compared to normalhearing controls exposed to masking noise 共feedback off兲,
implant users have poorer /r/ contrast than participants with
normal hearing for /b-br/ and /g-gr/ even with auditory feedback from the implant and one year of implant experience.
The /d-dr/ contrast is similar for both groups of participants
and for both feedback conditions but the contrast was smallest for /g-gr/ for all of the participants even speakers with
normal hearing and optimal access to auditory feedback
cues.
The speakers with normal hearing produced greater stop
⫹/r/ versus singleton stop contrast with auditory feedback
共Fig. 6, filled triangles, F = 81.04, p ⬍ 0.001,  p2 = 0.45兲 than
without 共unfilled triangles兲 primarily in the /g/ context. For
the implant users, on the contrary, the presence versus absence of feedback did not yield a significant main effect during the one-month 共 p2 = 0.009兲 or one-year sessions 共 p2
Matthies et al.: Cochlear implants and /r/ production
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= 0.004兲, although it did interact significantly with the
speaker variable 共 p2 = 0.11 and 0.29, respectively兲.
Thus, the contrast between stop⫹/r/ and stop alone was
greater for control speakers with normal hearing than for
implant users even when the latter had a year of experience
with their implant, although they did improve over the three
sessions. Blocking feedback reduced the normal-hearing
controls’ stop⫹/r/ contrasts but not those of the implant users.

between stop⫹/r/ and singleton stop productions will be
greater for speakers with normal hearing than for implant
users. Greater contrast for the stop⫹/r/ blends versus the
singleton stops 共e.g., b versus br, d versus dr, g versus gr兲
was found for normal-hearing controls with auditory feedback than for implant users with feedback in all sessions.

IV. DISCUSSION

B. Longitudinal improvements with implant use

The purpose of the current study was to examine
context-dependent allophonic variation in the production of
/r/, how it changed longitudinally in cochlear-implant users
and how the implant users’ production variability compared
with that of normal-hearing speakers. This work was intended to address two distinct issues. The first issue is concerned with the nature of motor programming goals in
speech production. The second is concerned with the learning that underlies longitudinal reduction in potentially undesirable allophonic variation while maintaining crucial phonemic contrasts. These two issues are joined by a theoretical
view of the role of auditory feedback in speech production
and how individuals use feedback from a cochlear implant.

The allophonic consistency hypothesis stated that implant users’ acoustic measures of /r/ production after experience with their implants will show a reduction in variability
and thereby be more similar to those of controls. Indeed,
implant users yielded decreasing values of the variability index as their experience with their implants increased. With
just a month’s experience with their implants, two of the
speakers yielded variability index values comparable to those
of the normal-hearing speakers. With a year of prosthetic
hearing, seven implant users did so.
Perkell et al. 共2001兲 discuss the improved production of
/r/ by cochlear-implant speakers, noting that acoustic measures of /r/ and /l/ may overlap in preimplant recordings, but
the distributions of the two phonemes become distinct and
separate after a year of implant use. The participants described in that study were profoundly deaf and did not have
any open-set consonant recognition in an auditory-alone
task. By contrast, the speakers in the current study had more
residual hearing preimplant and their speech did not seem to
have deteriorated as much as had been observed in earlier
studies. In fact, the productions of /r/ and /l/ preimplant 共analyzed with a similar combination of ⌬F3 and kF3 − F2 measures兲 in the current implant group were similar to the early
postimplant findings of the previous generation of participants. Thus, the acoustic analyses for the current group of
speakers had to focus on more subtle acoustic cues than ones
that would simply differentiate consonants from one another.
To this end, relative acoustic variability, separation among
stops in F2 − F3 space, and the contrast between singleton
stops and stop⫹/r/ clusters were investigated.
The overall aim of a speaker, with or without a hearing
loss, is to present the listener with intelligible speech. The
information provided by a cochlear implant can help to refine
the planning of speech movements so that the speaker can
achieve this goal. In the case of the semivowel /r/, if postlingually deafened adults are not able to produce consistently
clear productions across phonetic contexts, they are able to
improve clarity once they begin receiving acoustic information from a cochlear implant about their own productions and
those of others. In terms of the present theoretical framework, profound postlingual hearing loss likely leads to some
gradual degradation of sound contrasts and mappings between articulatory and auditory parameters. In the case of
American English /r/, such degradation would cause increased variability of F3 and increased separation of mean
values of F3 produced by bunched versus retroflexed articulations. When hearing is partially restored with a cochlear
implant, the new unfamiliar auditory stimulation could lead

A. Goals in a model of speech production

It has been suggested that speakers attempt to satisfy
listener demands for clarity but are constrained by economy
of effort 共Lindblom, 1990; Perkell et al. 1997, 2004兲. As was
noted in the descriptions of data from normal-hearing controls, speakers may exhibit a trade-off between clarity and
economy of effort and thereby vary widely in the expression
of phonetic contrast in their productions. Since /r/ is produced with much greater articulatory variability than almost
any other phoneme in English, including the vowel /Ä/, it
was expected and confirmed that the context-induced acoustic variability for /r/ productions would be larger than for /Ä/
productions for all speakers. This outcome furthered the testing of the context variability hypothesis, which states that
varying phonetic context 共as in the nonsense words wabrav,
wadrav, wagrav, and warav兲 will yield more variable /r/ productions by implant users than by controls. In their preimplant recording sessions, all of the hearing-impaired participants had greater variability indices than the normal-hearing
controls with access to auditory feedback; this finding supports the context variability hypothesis.
Because of the multiple articulatory configurations
speakers use in producing /r/ 共see Delattre and Freeman,
1968; Guenther et al., 1999; Westbury et al., 1998兲 and because of relatively crude and frequency-shifted acoustic cues
provided by a cochlear prosthesis, implant users may have
difficulty in modifying their phoneme-to-articulation maps to
produce /r/ appropriately by using their prosthetic hearing.
Consequently, implant users would have more difficulty producing semivowels correctly than phonemes with more robust orosensory correlates such as fricative and stop consonants. The consonant contrast hypothesis, which was
confirmed, stated that acoustic measures of the difference
3200
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to some increased variability; however, as mappings and auditory goal regions become refined with time, overall variability and separation of the two allophones decrease.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Varying phonetic context 共as in the nonsense words,
wabrav, wadrav, wagrav, and warav兲 induced more variability in /r/ productions among implant users than among
normal-hearing speakers 共supporting the context variability
hypothesis兲. When postlingually deaf speakers were provided some auditory feedback with a cochlear implant, their
/r/ productions became more similar to those by hearing controls. Seven out of the eight implant users showed reductions
in an index of acoustic variability for /r/ to within normal
limits from a preimplant recording to one made one-year
postimplant 共supporting the allophonic consistency hypothesis兲. The contrast between stop⫹r and stop-alone productions was found to be generally larger in speakers with normal hearing than in implant users 共supporting the consonant
contrast hypothesis兲. Although implant users showed improvements in the perception and production of stop consonants as well as stop⫹r blends, their contrast between /b/ and
/br/ and between /g/ and /gr/ was still reduced compared to
controls, even at one-year postimplant with auditory feedback available.
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